This paper presents a new toolbox for MEEG source activity and connectivity estimation: "Brain Connectivity Variable Resolution Tomographic Analysis version 1.0" (BC-VARETA 1.0). It relies on the third generation of nonlinear methods for the analysis of resting state MEEG Time Series. Into the state of the art of MEEG analysis, the methodology underlying our tool (BC-VARETA) brings out several assets. First: Constitutes a truly Bayesian Identification approach of Linear Dynamical Systems in the Frequency Domain, grounded in more consistent models (third generation) for the joint nonlinear estimation of MEEG Sources Activity and Connectivity. Second: Achieves Super-Resolution, through the iterative solution of a Sparse Hermitian Source Graphical Model that underlies the Connectivity Target Function. Third: Tackles efficiently in High Dimensional and Complex set up the estimation of connectivity, those constituting technical issues that challenge current MEEG source analysis methods. Fourth: Incorporates priors at the connectivity level by penalizing the groups of variables, corresponding to the Gray Matter anatomical segmentation, and including a probability mask of the anatomically plausible connections, given by synaptic transmission in the short-range (spatially invariant empirical Kernel of the connections strength decay with distance) and long-range (White Matter tracks connectivity strength from Diffusion Tensor Imaging). Along with the implementation of our method, we include in this toolbox a benchmark for the validation of MEEG source analysis methods, that would serve for the evaluation of sophisticated methodologies (third generation). It incorporates two elements. First: A realistic simulation framework, for the generation of MEEG synthetic data, given an underlying source connectivity structure. Second: Sensitive quality measures that allow for a reliable evaluation of the source activity and connectivity reconstruction performance, based on the Spatial Dispersion and Earth Movers' Distance, in both source and connectivity space.
INTRODUCTION
Currently there is a consent in the neuroscience community that neural communication patterns between brain regions (brain networks) play a crucial role in brain function at behavior and cognition levels (AvenaKoenigsberger, 2018 ). In the neuroscience field, brain networks topology builds on dense synaptic connections, between individual neurons at the microscale, which are modeled at the mesoscale as nodes with certain connection patterns: directed or undirected (Salvador, et al., 2005 , Estrada, 2012 . This has been evidenced by the progress of invasive or noninvasive brain imaging techniques up until now.
Histological studies in the past uncovered several aspects of brain networks organization at the mesoscale (Brodmann, 1909; Hässler, 1967; Passingham, 1973; Allman, 1988; Collins et al., 2005; Zilles et al., 1979 Zilles et al., , 2004 Bailey and Bonin, 1950; Economo and Koskinas, 1925; Jones, 1962) . First: The brain cortex possesses a columnar organization with seven layers (granular or agranular) of morphologically and functionally different neuron types (pyramidal, spiny and smooth). Second: The synaptic connections follow a layer specific organization. Spiny striate cells in granular layers act as receptors of excitatory impulses from pyramidal neurons in the infra-agranular layers or inhibitory also from pyramidal neurons in supraagranular layers. This takes effect in inter-layer communication patterns of three types: intracolumnar (directed connections) and intercolumnar in both short range (lateral undirected connections) and long range (forward or backward directed connections).
The analysis of Blood Oxygenation Dependent (BOLD) signal registered by Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), can reflect the neural correlates (responses and connectivity) of brain function during task or resting state. Also based on MRI, the Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) allows to extract the probabilistic maps of the long-range connectivity due to white matter tracks. These constitute at most, what is available to investigate the connectivity noninvasively, with spatial resolution that can reach the columnar level, providing reliable correlates of spatially distributed neural activity. Unfortunately, these techniques do not reflect directly the neural dynamics or synaptic transmission. The BOLD signal is a consequence of a slow (spans over seconds) metabolic/hemodynamic cascade which is activated by the synaptic activity, thus it does not reach the milliseconds time-scale of faster brain rhythms. DWI provides structural probabilistic maps of the plausible connections, based on the diffusion of water across White Matter tracks, but cannot reveal precisely the pathways that take effect in neural communication.
Non-invasive electrophysiological recordings, such as magneto/electroencephalography (MEEG), bring an ideal scenario to cover the gap of other slower and indirect imaging methods, e.g. the previously cited fMRI. Its direct link to local field potentials (associated to synaptic events) and high temporal resolution (milliseconds) allows the tracking of the neural processes underlying human perception and cognition (Schomer and Lopes da Silva 2011 , Hämäläinen, et al., 1993 . This is due to macroscopic currents, i.e. the Primary Current Density (PCD), that are a consequence of local field potentials given synchronized neural activity extended along neural masses (generators). An accurate estimation of the PCD given these signals would thus provide a representation of the neural dynamic, therefore the MEEG based connectivity analysis constitutes a strong approach for noninvasively study brain functional networks in Resting State (RS) or Event Related Potential (ERP) (Schoffelen and Gross, 2009; Smit, et al., 2008) .
Unfortunately, the analysis of MEEG sources activity (PCD reconstruction) constitutes a severely ill-posed problem, i.e. the MEEG Inverse Problem (MEEG-IP). The reasons for this are two: First, the small amount of data (hundreds of scalp recording points) compared to the large amount of Gray Matter generators (thousands) to be estimated. Second, smearing of the sources activity when projected from the generators space to the scalp sensors via the Lead Field, this has been pinpointed "Volume Conduction Effect". Due to the latter the number of sensors that would carry relevant information about source activity is limited, rendering the former situation a theoretical (not practical) shortcoming (Hassan and Wendling, 2018) . It is affirmed that the only solution to this problem would be developing MEEG source analysis methods which might be flexible enough to incorporate priors on the spatio-temporal patterns source activity, or what would be better: jointly on source activity and connectivity.
Up to now, the MEEG source analysis models can be classified into the Bayesian formalism as three main generations, accounting for how these models make use of prior information about connectivity (covariances or precisions). First Generation: Uses a fixed covariance structure while solving the source activity estimation by a linear formula, e.g. Minimum Norm (MN) (Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994) and LORETA (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994) . Second Generation: Regards embedded priors on the source activity and a diagonal covariance (variances) structure, while the estimation is tackled by nonlinearly dependent formulas of both source activity and connectivity, e.g. Exact LORETA (eLORETA) (PascualMarqui, 2002) Nevertheless, ESI methods have been developed mainly to estimate activation and not connectivity. Indistinctively, these have been implemented as a first stage before connectivity postprocessing (second step) or statistical analysis of the Sources' time series (Sakkalis, 2011, Bastos and Schoffelen, 2016) , such as Granger Causality (Granger, 1969) , Dynamical Causal Models (DCM) (Penny, 2004) , frequency domain connectivity measures like Coherence (Coh) (Tucker, et al. 1986; Srinivasan, et al., 2007; Guillon, et al., 2017) , Partial Coherence (PCoh) (Lopes da Silva, et al., 1980) , Directed Coherence (DC) and Partial Directed Coherence (PDC) (Baccalá and Sameshima, 2001) , population statistical analysis of the results for source activity and connectivity features extraction (Hipp et al., 2012; Babiloni et al., 2005; Brookes, 2001 ).
The use of first and second generation MEEG methods is quite generalized into the state of the art, meanwhile, using third generation methods seems limited only to theoretical studies. From this, a severe methodological error stands out: the use of the "two steps" approach towards connectivity analysis, which renders the estimation unprecise due the ill-conditioning of the MEEG-IP. This conceptual problem relies on the idea that the simultaneously estimation of activation and connectivity has been unappreciated. This is something totally deliberated given the state-space nature of the MEEG model (Galka, et al., 2004 , Valdes-Sosa, 2004 , and its subsequent interpretation as Gaussian Graphical Models.
This work serves as continuation to theoretical developments of a model meant to revendicate the third generation of MEEG source analysis methods: Brain Connectivity Variable Resolution Tomographic Analysis (BC-VARETA) (Paz-Linares&Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2018a; Paz-Linares&Gonzalez- Moreira et al., 2018b) . This was strongly motivated by the idea on the unification of a well stablished third generation method VARETA (Valdes-Sosa, 1996 , Bosch-Bayard, et al., 2001 ) and the theory of high dimension covariance of precision matrices (Maurya, 2016 , McGillivray, 2016 , Ledoit and Wolf 2015 , Cai, et al., 2016 , Adegoke, et al., 2018 .
Objectives
In this paper, we present a third generation opensource toolbox based on BC-VARETA model (BC-VARETA 1.0), for super-resolution and high dimensional MEEG connectivity analysis. This will be possible due to the implementation of an efficient algorithm for the Group LASSO (structured sparsity) model directly on the source precision matrix. It allows for incorporating in the estimation procedure information about brain anatomical areas or prior probability maps of the connectivity in the short and long range. This approach is meant for the analysis stationary time series in the frequency domain, through the estimation of an underlaying Hermitian Embedded Gaussian Graphical Models (HEGGM), that arises from the Bayesian representation of Linear State Space Models (LSSM). We built a validation Benchmark based on in simulations, which incorporates inverse crime evaluation, noise from biological and instrumentation origin, realistic sources set up and quality measures of both source activity and connectivity reconstruction. This Benchmark sets the conditions for further evaluation of third generation MEEG methods. Finally, we present a study devoted demonstrate the efficacy of our source analysis tool in both synthetic and real examples. Figure 1 the More-Penrose diagram corresponding to these equations.
The Data ( ( 
Specification of Hyperparameters Priors
BC-VARETA specifies priors on the Hyperparameters space, i.e. mathematically denoted Ξ( ). The use of a Jeffrey Improper distribution (Jeffrey, 1946) , as for nuisance variance prior, informs the model about a noise inferior threshold that can be determined experimentally. This improves the convexity of the whole estimation and thus the numerical control.
For the source precision matrix prior some options among the hierarchical complex LASSO (mixtures of Normal and Exponential pdf) family are considered into the theoretical formulation, particularly the simples matrix L1 norm was used in previous validations. Nevertheless, the matrix Group LASSO constitutes the best alternative to our interest incorporate two essential types of priors. First: Brain anatomical regions which define the group penalization of the precision matrix elements, i.e. ⊂ of size q where counts the regions = 1 ⋯ . Second: Prior Connectivity Maps (PCM) in the short long range . That is defined for the short range as a deterministic spatially invariant empirical Kernel of the connections strength decay with distance. For the long-range connections, it is given by probabilistic maps of the White Matter tracks connectivity strength from Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI). Bellow we present Source Activity Prior:
Noise Process Prior:
( ) the priors of the "Connectivity" ( ), "Elementwise Connectivity Variances" ( ) and "Anatomical Areas Connectivity Selector" ( ) which take part on the model estimation, see Figure 2 right branch.
The inference of the HEGGM in the whole space of generators is theoretically impossible due to nonactive areas that foil the positive definiteness of the precision matrix. To avoid this situation, we initialize BC-VARETA by preselecting those brain anatomical regions that might be active for the subsequent SP estimation. The initial screening of potential brain generators is done by the SSBL algorithm for the Group LASSO model, in similar fashion as formulas [2.1.5] and [2.1.6] but at the source level (Second Generation method). It is formulated through priors on a reparameterization that constraints the covariance matrix to the diagonal "Variances"
−1 , which are controlled by an "Anatomical Areas
Selector" ( ), see Figure 2 left branch. Data Expected Type II Log-Likelihood The (SPC) matrix and the Source Empirical Covariance (SEC) matrix estimator ̂( ) ( ). Bellow we present the formulas for the computation of each auxiliary quantity and estimator involved in the maximization step.
Expectation Maximization for Source Activity and Connectivity Analysis
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Screening Formulas
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Pseudocode 1: Screening for active sources
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Unbiased Source Precisions (USP) Formulas (for the condition
Nuisance Variance Formula (common for either of previous stages) 
Pseudocode 2: Joint Source Activity and Connectivity
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Validation Benchmark Neuroanatomical and electrophysiological substrate
The neuroanatomical and electrophysiological substrate for simulation Benchmarking entails elements of a real MEEG scenario. First: T1 MRI image from an individual subject. Second: MEEG Layout information. The T1 MRI image is processed with "FreeSurfer" (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), to extract the "Cortex", "Inner Skull", "Outer Skull" and "Scalp" surfaces (head compartments), defined as a high dimensional Mesh (vertices and faces) in the order of tens to hundreds of thousands vertices for the 3 Tesla MRI field, see Figure 3 
Sources activity and connectivity set up
The simulation framework represents a realistic scenario of cortical sources (patches) with variable extensions (geodesic radius) and structured sparse connectivity pattern. The patches centroid location is FreeSurfer Brainstorm selected according to distance criterion. Short-Range: Defined so that the patches belong to the same anatomical area, without overlap and guaranteeing that the geodesic distance between patches centroid is shorter than 5 cm. Long-Range: Defined so that the patches belong to different anatomical area, without overlap and guaranteeing that the geodesic distance between patches centroid is larger than 8 cm. See in Figure 4 an example of three patches. a) Short-Range b) Long-Range The connectivity structured sparsity patter is given by dense random connections of the sources within the patches and three different modes for the patches interconnections. Unconnected: Patches are not connected, i.e. block diagonal structure of the connectivity matrix. Randomly-Connected: A random configuration and number of connections take effect, i.e. block structure with several nondiagonal random valued matrix blocks between 1 and (patches#^2 -patches# -1). Fully-Connected: All patches are connected. i.e. full random valued matrix. See in Figure 5 an example of the three connectivity modes defined on three patches. " and simulation "T1 (sim) "; outputs: "SEC", "USP", "PCOH", "EMD-SEC", CEMD-USP and "CEMD-PCOH"). The first release of our toolbox (BC-VARETA 1.0) is freely avalilable in matlab format at the GitHub link: https://github.com/egmoreira/BC-VARETA-toolbox 
Pseudocode 3: Simulations
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation Analysis
For an evaluation of BC-VARETA inference framework, at each condition specified by the "Validation Benchmark", i.e. distance (short-range and long range) and connectivity modes (unconnected, randomlyconnected and fully-connected), we generated 100 random trials of patches centroids. The sources were set up similarly to the example in Figure 4 , so that every random trial included three patches with spatially distributed activity over (4, 8, 24) nodes correspondingly. Also, the connectivity modes were set in correspondence to what was illustrated in Figure 5 . The synthetic DEC was obtained from 400 samples of simulated source activity and noise, following the procedure described in Pseudocode 3. The signal to noise ratio was adjusted to four different levels none (∞dB), low (19dB), middle (7dB) and high (0dB).
For a complementary quantitative analysis, we considered some other quality measures of the difference between the simulated SEC diagonal its reconstruction. We implemented five measures derived from Receiver Operational Characteristic (ROC), i.e. Sensitivity (TPR), Specificity (TNR), Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) and F1 score (F1S). Also, a homogeneity test was applied to the simulated and reconstructed SP matrix, i.e. M Box statistical test (Pituch and Stevens, 1994) . It serves to evaluate in general scenarios the similarity between precision or covariance matrices ( 0 , 1 ) by returning the rejection rate of the hypothesis (H 0 : 0 = 1 ). 
Source Activity Reconstruction
In Figure 7 we show, for eLORETA, LCMV and BC-VARETA, binary plots of the reconstructed source activity on the cortical surface, obtained by two simulated instances in unconnected mode and at ∞dB noise level. The reconstructed activity with eLORETA spreads over the whole cortical surface, reflecting the largest number of false positives, when compared to LCMV and BC-VARETA, and making difficult to distinguish the three main activations (patches). LCMV reconstruction is in change more accurate since most of the positives centered around the true activations, but still too smooth and revealing spatially distributed activity that oversteps the simulated one.
BC-VARETA reconstruction was the most sparse and accurate. Being qualitative different to the previous solutions, it identifies with high accuracy the presence of three main activations alone, extending only over the cortical areas where the activity was simulated. This situation holds in either long-range and short-range condition, demonstrating qualitatively the ability of our method retrieving variable degrees of sparsity in spatially distributed activity. This, being claimed in the pass by VARETA method, is reinforced now with our model assumptions and sophisticated priors.
The localization performance was quantified by ROC and EMD measures, reported as the average and standard deviation for 100 trials of the two instances, see Table 1 . According with all quality measures the highest performance was achieved by BC-VARETA method, consistently to what was discussed in the qualitative analysis above. eLORETA exhibited the poorest performance, also in correspondence to the qualitative analysis, due to large number of false positives of its reconstructed sources. LCMV reconstruction achieved an intermediate number of false positives, between eLORETA and BC-VARETA results, reflected by the ROC analysis and consistently to the EMD values.
Ground Truth eLORETA LCMV BC-VARETA
Figure 7: Binary cortical maps of three patches with different size, i.e. 4 (red), 8 (green), 24 (blue) active generators, in two instances of long range (top row) and short-range (bottom-row) configurations. From left to right Ground Truth, reconstruction with eLORETA, LCMV and BC-VARETA. The squares represent the True Positive estimation, yellow diamonds represent the False Positive estimation and the magenta circle represents the False
Negative estimation. This instances where generated in unconnected mode and the noise level was set to ∞dB. 
Connectivity Reconstruction
The connectivity retrieval performance was evaluated for the short-range configuration of Figure 7 , for 4 connectivity instances: unconnected, randomly-connected 1<->3, randomly-connected 1<->2 1<->3 and fully-connected. See in Figure 8 bidimensional plots of eLORETA, LCMV and BC-VARETA reconstructed connectivity, shown as block matrices in the reduced space of simulated sources. The reconstructed connectivity with eLORETA spreads over the unconnected blocks, revealing that the true positives associated to source localization are given by the overestimation (false positives) of adjacent patches. This makes extremely difficult to judge the actual performance of this method, even in what appears to be the most straightforward instance: unconnected mode. In the connectivity scenario LCMV exhibit a performance which qualitatively does not distinguish from eLORETA reconstruction. Even when the number of connectivity false positives is slightly diminished, still reflects overlap of the patches estimates. Again, at the connectivity level, BC-VARETA reconstruction was the most accurate, showing in comparison to eLORETA and LCMV just a few false positives of that are negligible to judge by the color scale of these bidimensional plots. This situation holds in either of the connectivity modes, that are used in Figure 8 to illustrate the connectivity retrieval performance. It confirms our expectations about BC-VARETA model assumptions, i.e. the effect of the sparse connectivity model, in a situation where the structured sparsity pattern built on variable extent of the matrix blocks representing the patches interconnections.
The connectivity reconstruction performance was quantified by M Box statistical test and CEMD measures in 100 trials of the short-range configuration, see Table 2 , for each of the instances (connectivity modes) in Figure 8 . According to all quality measures the highest performance in connectivity reconstruction was achieved by BC-VARETA method, this was consistent to the qualitative analysis at the connectivity level and the source reconstruction study of the previous section. eLORETA and LCMV performance was again poorer and characterized by a narrow difference of the average between both methods measures, in comparison to the standard deviation, also in correspondence to what was discussed above about their qualitatively similar connectivity maps. 
Effect of Noise Level in Reconstruction Performance
The effect of noise was studied by replicating the previous simulations with different values of SNR level, i.e. low (19 dB), middle (7dB) and high (0dB). Figure 9 shows an example of three patches in the longrange and unconnected condition. From this qualitative analysis it can be noticed that the source activity and connectivity reconstruction with the all methods deteriorates as the SNR level decreases. However, BC-VARETA outperform eLORETA and LCMV in all scenarios, consistently to the results at ∞dB of the previous section. Furthermore, we studied the source localization performance in 100 trial of the longrange instance and unconnected by ROC and EMD measures, see Table 3 . Also, we explored their behavior for the different connectivity modes in the long-range configuration by M Box and CEMD measures, see Table 4 . This quantitative analysis confirmed the point discussed above, on the deterioration of the results with SNR decrease, being BC-VARETA performance the robust for all noise levels. Figure 6 .
In Figure 10 we show the reconstructed source activity and connectivity with BC-VARETA at a single frequency component 10.57 Hz, belonging to the EEG alpha band (8 Hz -13 Hz). BC-VARETA results are in congruence with previous studies on the physiology of human EEG. The neural correlates of resting state EEG in the spectral domain has been reported in previous works, in either eyes-closed or eyes-open conditions, unveiling the specific spatial signatures of different frequency bands (Barry, 2007) . These findings and the results of our method suggest strong association of the Left/Right occipital lobe activity with alpha band. Our analysis reflected a dense occipital connectivity pattern, in the short-range (within Left and Right areas) and in the long-range (between Left and Right areas), something physiologically plausible as previous DTI studies have evidenced (Dougherty et al., 2015) .
We performed further analysis by extracting the source activity and connectivity along the whole spectra, see Video 1 in link below. This results support what was discussed about the neural correlates of the MEEG alpha band, when sweeping the source activity and connectivity within the interval (8 Hz -13 Hz). The solution for other spectral components, provided by this video, confirm previous studies, e.g. the generation of delta band (1.5 Hz -3.5 Hz) by frontal lobe activity. A well-known fact, that is confirmed by BC-VARETA reconstruction along the whole spectra, is the smooth scrolling of source activity from frontal areas (lower frequencies 1.5Hz) across parietal and temporal lobe (mid frequencies) towards occipital areas (higher frequencies 13Hz).
Video 1: EEG processing
MEG Example
MEG data was selected from the first release of Human Connectome Project (Marcus et.al., 2011) , large study of connectivity in healthy populations. The MEG under analysis belongs to a healthy male for eyes open resting state condition and attention fixation on a projected red crosshair. The data was recorded in 248 magnetometer channels of a MEG system at sampling frequency of 508 Hz. The DEC was computed by extracting the Fourier coefficients samples from 400 time windows of 5.08 seconds each and the MEG SDTO (Lead Field) by the subject specific T1MRI, following the left branch (MEEG data processing). In Figure 11 shows, in analogy to the EEG study, the reconstructed source activity and connectivity with BC-VARETA at 10.55 Hz and Video 2 below the whole spectra analysis. BC-VARETA results for MEG are in congruence with previous physiological studies and with those reported for the EEG, at both levels of analysis: sources activity and connectivity, as it is expected given the common neural substrate of these techniques. 
